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This dissertation explores the social changes of Xinghua region in Fujian, when 
the qianjie policy was put in force by the Qing government during the early 
Qing dynasty. 
 
The dissertation consists of six parts. The first part is the introduction. It 
includes the reasons for choosing qianjie happened in Xinghua as my topic, the 
academic reviews regarding qianjie and migration, the questions I plan to 
discuss, the social environment of Xinghua region and the sources I use in the 
dissertation. 
 
The second part probes the interaction among the Ming government, the Qing 
government and the Xinghua people from 1646 to 1661. I think it was in the 
crevice of the contention of the Mingzheng force and the Qing government that 
the Xinghua people transferred from a left-behind ethnicity by the Ming 
government to an abandoned ethnicity by the Mingzheng force and the Qing 
government. This process deepened the differentiation between the Xinghua 
people and the Hokkien people. At the same time, this part figures the necessity 
for the Qing government to implement the qianjie policy. 
 
The third part focuses on the implementation of the qianjie policy and its 
influence on the Xinghua people. This part describes the social circumstances of 
the implementation of the policy and the implementation process of the policy 
as well. The qianjie policy caused many social problems in Xinghua region. 
  
The fourth part, based on the case studies of lineage organization and popular 
religion, analyses the influence of the qianjie policy on the Xinghua region and 















in the collapse of the lineage organization in Xinghua. The popular religion like 
Chenghuang and Mazu was manipulated by diverse social groups for their 
different purposes. 
 
The fifth part discusses the relations between qianjie and the ethnicity. The 
migration between the Xinghua people and other ethnicities in Fujian was 
frequent during the Ming and the Qing dynasties. The prosperities of the 
agriculture and the education were two characteristics of the Xinghua people. 
However, after the qianjie event, the economy of Xinghua declined. There 
appeared a gulf between “jienei ren” and “jiewai ren”, mainly because of the 
lopsided economic development in “jienei” and “jiewai”. The decrease in the 
number of the jinshi in the imperial examination, to some extent, represented 
the eclipse of the Xinghua ethnicity. 
 
The sixth and last part is the conclusion. The dissertation figures that the 
contention of the Ming and the Qing forces (the Ming dynasty, the South Ming 
dynasty, Zheng Chenggong force, and the Qing dynasty) was the underlying 
reason of the implementation of the qianjie. This contention deepened the 
ethnic boundaries and the ethnic differentiation, which were embodied in the 
social changes. The qianjie event has a far-reaching influence on the social life 
of the Xinghua people. 
 













第一章  绪论 
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翻 中国地图，福建与台湾隔海相望。但据统计,到 1926 年，在台湾人口
构成中，共有汉族人口 375 万，其中 311.5 万人祖籍为福建，而这之中闽南人



























                                                        
①
 台湾总督管房长官调查课：《台湾在籍汉民乡贯别调查》，1933 年，页 5。 
②
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